
Not much, but no doubt something of value - I would imagine that you have either
picked up the two marriages during your own r~searches or in the I.G.I.
Have you thought of having a search whenever you are able into the Diocesan records
of the Bishop of Exster, for licences to preach and oaths etc.? Again, on second
thought, no doubt you have.

No doubt you are thinking, what so soon after the last letter, but I have found some
more ,VHITLOCK references in my forays into various printed sources for Devon. The
Barnstaple registers revealed the following:-
BARNSTAPLE. Devon. Printed registers. tr~nscribed by Thomas Wainwright. CMB 1538-1812

Baptisms and burials only searched from 1538-1740. Marriages searched from 1538-1812

B 1572 Sept 14. Jone WHYTELOCKE, otherwyse called Mestres Palter, the wyffe of
Sir Thomas WHYTELOCKE, Vicar of Fremington.

William WHITLOCK, yeoman and Mary HAMLYN both of Woolfardisworthy
Woolfardisworthy to be, probably, the one by Barnstaple??

William Elston WHITLOCK of Langtree and Mary PEDLER of
Chittlehampton.

1

M 1701
Note:

M 1725

3rd November 1984

May 12 .-.M. ...
I take this

Oct 9 -#-I.

113 Groundwell Rd.
mENDON, Wilts. SN1 2NA
England

Devonshire '.-'lillsand Administrations to 1800. Indexes only

1629 John WHITLOCKE. Exeter. W.
1646 Anthony WHITLOCKE. Woolfardisworthy.
1648 Mary WHITLOCKE. Exeter •. W
1779 Joan 1ffiITLOCK. Luppitt. W.

A

I know the Wills have all been destroyed for Devon, or most of them, but even so
I still think a look in the Indexes, can give an area for search which has not
been thought of before.

I have been thinking that maybe the Oswyn Murray collection of extracted wills
which are in the West Country Studies Library could contain some references to
Whitlock wills - after they were of importance L~standing as many were of/the
cloth: I wiJmld also think that the Burnett Morris Index in the same library
could yield some interesting clues!

Hope you and your family are well - I suppose Xmas will be soon upon us once
again and here am I stuck indoo~with a broken ankle after slipping on-some
leaves the other week. I have never had such lady-like hands for years - no
washing up or washing - still, I would rather be on the move. I am, however,
taking advantage of the situation to catch up on letters, searching various
printed sources, slip indexing strays for the W.F.H.S. and the National Index
of Strays besides preparing a talk on some of the more obscure sources for
Family Historians and a syllabus for a two day course, which is supposed to
start next Sat. I shall hobble there on my crutches and I am sure my 6011eague
and myself will manage very well as we know well how one another's minds work.

My husband is preparing the lunch - smoked sausages and mash which smells
delicious from up here in my office. Accidents such as mine bring out hidden
talents in husbands dont they?

I know it is very early, but a very happy Christmas to you all and the best of
wishes for 1985. What a pity that you wont be able to get over to our 4 day
W.F.H.S. conference on migration - it promises to be B super conference.

Sincerely, /\

V\eMV
/~, ~
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